Equipment
CreaTec offers a wide range of equipment for UHV Systems

www.createc.de

TYPE

MA

SAMPLE HOLDER DESIGN

as specified

SAMPLE SIZE

as specified

HEATING SYSTEM

Radiation heating | self supported wire
filament | e-beam heating |lamp heating |
SiC heating

THERMOCOUPLE

Type K | Type C

TEMPERATURE RANGE

up to 1200 °C (up to 1700 °C with e-beam)

BAKE-OUT TEMPERATURE

200 °C

FLANGE SIZE

DN 63 CF | 100 CF | 160 CF | 200 CF

AXIS

up to 6 axis
x, y: up to ± 25 mm
z: up to 600 mm
azimuthal rotation: continuous
polar rotation: ± 180° (0 - 360°)
tilt: up to ± 85°

MOUNTING ORIENTATION

horizontal | vertical

PRESSURE RANGE

to 10-11 mbar

UHV LENGTH

as specified

TYPE
FLANGE

SH LIN
DN 40 CF

DN 63 CF

DN 63 CF

STROKE

40 mm

60 mm

80 mm

HOUSING CROSS SECTION

30 x 30

45 x 45

50 x 50

LENGTH WITHOUT ACTUATOR

161 mm

202 mm

246 mm

OPERATING TEMPERATURE

up to 200 °C
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Equipment
Tools for additional sample
and mask transfer

Transfer tools
Wobble Stick

Transfer Rod

Up to 4 degrees of freedom

Up to 3 degrees of freedom

Mechanical tilt ± 22° (others on request)

Magnetical linear movement

Flange size: DN 40 CF

Magnetical rotary movement

Magnetical linear movement and rotation

Optional sample lift

Customized sample holder grip

Optional flexible bellow for adjustment

Linear stroke up to 300 mm

Customized sample holder grip

Optional parking dock and lock

Flange size: DN 40 CF | DN 63 CF
Linear stroke up to 1400 mm

Grip for transfer rod | wobble stick

Optional transfer rod support
Optional automation and software control

To pick up flag style sample holder
Built for use as Bayonet connection
Prepared to be mounted in the axis
of a transfer rod or a wobble stick

Trolley

Sample Storage

Createc offers a trolley which runs on rail inside a transfer
chamber. In addition it is ideal for storing samples in the
UHV environment during different processing steps.

The sample storage module allows the in-situ storage
of several sample holders, STM-tips, etc. inside the UHV
chamber. It can be upgraded with linear and rotary
feedthroughs or integrated heating stages for sample
preparation.
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